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Hindu  & Hindutva : Name & Nationalism
PART – I, HINDU : THE NAME

Our ancestors at least from pre-Islamic period are 
using Hindu word without any doubt  to express 
their identity (Jatiya [tkrh;] Samudaya – Hindu 
brotherhood)

tkrh; & tkR;UrkN% cU/kqfu ¼ikf.kfu v’Vk/;k;h lw=½

as we are Hindus and identifying their Dharma as 
Hindu Dharma with respect and pride and they did 
not have any inferiority Complex  also  they were 
not shy in calling themselves as Hindu



fgUnq% fgUnw'p izfl)kS nq"Vkuka p fo?k"kZ.ksA ¼vn~Hkqr dks'k½

fgUnq% fgUnw'p fgUno%A ¼esfnuh dks'k½

fgUnq /keZ izyksIrkjkS tk;Urs pØofrZu%A

ghu'p nw"k;I;so l fgUnwfjR;qP;rs fiz;sAA ¼es# rU=½

^fgUnwifr ijrki ir jk[kks fgUnoku dhA^

(Poet Prithviraj Bikaneri)



fgUnq/kje tx tkb pykokSA nkSfj fnyhny&gyfu pykvksAA

¼N= izdk'k½

bd ihj gekjk fgUnq Hkkjk HkkbZpkjk y[k ikoksAA

¼iFk izdk'k½

mÙkj eu;ksa /keZ ge fgUnqA vfrfiz; fdfe djss fudanqAA*

¼lw;Zizdk'k½

txs /keZ fgUnw ldy HkaM HkktsAA

¼fofp= ukVd& xq# xkfoUnflag d`r½



In the 19th century, some Indian Muslims, scholar 
of Persian and Urdu language with biased and 
crooked mind compiled some dictionary (Llugat) 
of Persian & Urdu in Bharat.  To mention few 

1.  Gayasullugat 
2.  Saidullugat
3.  Firozullugat
4.  Kareemullugat

They wrote in the above dictionary the meaning 
of Hindu as  Kala (black), Chor (thief), and 
Kaffir.(non-believer of Islam)



Swami Dayanand Saraswati
(founder of Arya Samaj) who was very 
much disturbed by realizing the 
demoralized state of Hindu society.  

Hindu society was very much criticized by 
Muslims and Christians as idol worshipers, 
polytheist, etc etc.  

Hindu society was helpless before the so-
called Christian and Muslims intellectual 
attack.



Swami Dayananad Saraswati to reverse 
this helplessness and to defend the Hindu 
society took refuge in the Veda ,i.e  
anything which is not in Veda according to 
his own rationale , he will simply  discard, 
such as Murti Puja etc.  

During his wandering in society he heard 
the bad meaning of Hindu word 
propagated by the above mentioned 
biased & crooked Muslim scholars. 



In 1875 Swami Dayananand Saraswati
delivered 15 lecturers in Pune which is popularly 
known as Pune Pravachan, published as 
Updesh Manjari.   He mildly objected the use of 
Hindu word in his 4th and 8th lecture. He told in 
lecture
“Yah naam hame musalmano ne diya hai.  
Tatha isaka artha kala, kafir, chor, hota Hai.  
Hame Ise tyagana chahiye.”

(This name is given to us by Muslim, the 
meaning is Black, kaffir and thief.  We should 
reject this word)



Thereafter many Arya-samaji started 
talking against Hindu word without going 
into detailed study of history and 
etymology of Hindu word.

Hindu society who was using Hindu word 
with pride more than thousand years got 
confused.

Arya samaji started using vedic Dharma 
in place of Hindu dharma and in place of 
Hindu they started using Arya.



They started calling murti pujak Hindu as 
Pauranic (in a little derogatory sense).  Already 
demoralized murti pujak Hindu society – in place 
of Pauraanic coined a new word Sanatan
Dharma.

Hindu sadhu, sant and Pandit also started 
distancing themselves from the word Hindu.   

Sanatan Dharma is actually a word with no 
history. Confusing Hindu Society and indirectly 
compelling them to use the word Sanatan
Dharma in place of Hindu Dharma.  This was the 
biggest intellectual victory of  Muslim over 
Hindus in thousands of years.



Because of crookedness of Muslims Hindu 
started giving up their identity and started 
using a new word Sanatan Dharma.

Now there was a big debate in Hindu society 
that Hindu word has foreign origin and given 
to us by foreigner in a derogatory terms which 
has a bad meaning.   

Hindu word is not found in Vedas and 
Sanskrit literature and of recent origin.

Therefore, we should not use Hindu word. 



Let us examine the origin of Hindu word

Hindu is a word, sabd or Akshar.  What  Hindu 
philosophy and Sanskrit Grammar say about 
the word, sabd or Akshar?

vukfnfu/kua czã 'kCnrÙoa ;n{kje~A

foorZrs·FkZHkkosu izfØ;k txrks ;r%AA 1AA

Bhartrihari Krit, Vakapadeeye, Brahma Kand

meaning : Brahma Swarup is Sabd Tattvam.  
( 'kCnrÙofeR;fHk/kh;rs½

Brahma has no beginning and end.  (vukfnfu/kua czã

'kCnrÙoa ;n{kje~½



What is Sabd?   
;suksPpkfjrsu lkLukyk³~xwyddqn[kqjfo"kkf.kuka lEizR;;ks Hkofr l 'kCn%A

Patanjali Mahabhasya

When anything is pronounced, the object 
suddenly appear in the mind  and what is 
pronounced is called sabd
fl)s 'kCnkFkZlEcU/ks

fl)s 'kCns·FksZ lEcU/ks psfrA Patanjali Mahabhasya

The word and its meaning had eternal 
relation.



Atha Kimidam Aksharam iti. 
What is this Akshar?

v{kja u {kja fo|kr~

u {kh;rs u {kjrhfr ok·{kje~A
Patanjali Mahabhasya.

Akshar means which cannot be 
perished. Akshar which is Non-decaying 
and non-perishable.



The sabd tattva is also one of the form 
of Brahma which has no beginning and 
end.  Akshar is non-decaying and non-
perishable and it has eternal 
relationship with the meaning.  

Now you can understand that Hindu 
word is not created by anybody.  

Once any one  pronounce the word 
Hindu, the image of Hindu society 
automatically  realized



The Origin of the Word – Hindu



The Vedas declare

nsoh okpetu;Ur nsokLrka fo'o:ik i'koks onfUrA

¼_Xosn 8/100/1½

Deva create language and human beings follow 
and uses the same.  Similarly Aadi Smritikar
Bhagwan Manu also speaks in tune with Vedas
losZ"kka rq ukekfu dekZf.k p i`Fkd~ i`Fkd~A

osn 'kCnsH; ,ok··nkS i`FkDlaLFkk'p fueZesAA ¼euqLe`fr 1@11½

In the beginning of creation all names and 
duties (Karma) were created from the Vedas 
and  separated accordingly.



Mahabharat Kar Maharshi Krishna Dwaipayana
(Maharshi Veda Vyas)  wrote:

vukfn fu/kuk fuR;k okxqIl`"Vk Lo;EHkqokA

vknkS osne;h fnO;k ;r% lokZ izo`r;%AA
¼e-Hkk-'kka-i- 232@24½

Compassionate Paramatma in the beginning of 
every Kalp (creation) gives eternal Vedas which 
has no beginning and end.    In the light of vedic
knowledge the whole world follow  and uses the 
knowledge of Veda  in their day-to-day life.  



Pt Yudhishthir Mimansak indicate the sources 
of above two slokas of Manu Smriti and 
Mahabharat in following Mantra of Vedas.

Sanskrit Vyakaran Shastra Ka Itihas, Part - I, Page - 2

gfj l`tku% iF;ke`rrL;sfr okpefjrso ukoe~A

nsoks nsokuka xqg;kfu ukek fo"d`.kksfr ofgZf"k izokpksAA
¼_Xosn 9@95@2½

o`gLirs izFkea okpks vxza ;RizSjr uke/ks;a n/kkuk%A

;ns"kka Js"Ba ;nfj izeklhRizs.kk rns"kka fufgra xqgkfoAA
¼_Xosn 10@71@1½



From the above facts 
it is proved that everything 

(Name & Action) 
we use in day to day life 

has roots in Vedas. 



Sindhu to Hindu



Shri V. D. Savarkar, 
Dr. S Radhakrishnan and other 
Swadeshi and foreign scholars 
undisputedly accepts that Sindhu
word of Vedic Sanskrit literature is 
the source of Hindu word.  The 
Vedas are the ancient literature of 
the world.  Sindhu has roots in this 
ancient Veda.



Sindu word is frequently used in Vedas.  Here  two 
Mantras are produce from the Nadi (River) Sukta.

vfHk Rok flU/kks f'k'kqfeUu ekrjks okJk v"kZfUr i;lso /ksuo%A

jktso ;q/ok u;fl Rofer~ flpkS ;nk lkexza izorkfeu{kfl AA

¼_Xosn 10@75@4½

Lo'ok flU/kq lqjFkk lqok;k fgj.;;h lqd`rk okftuhorhA

Å.kkZorh ;qofr% lhyekoR;qrkf/k oLrs lqHkxk e/kqo`/ke~ AA

¼_Xosn 10@75@7½

The both Mantras have Sindhu word.



How changes took place from Sindhu to Hindu

In the most of language tradition of  Bharat
it is an accepted fact that  the inkfn (l)ldkj (the first letter 

of the word)  or in 
the middle or in the end inkfn (l)ldkj

changes into (g) gdkj in many places.  
This change is  always not according to

fixed rules.  But it happen.  

For example in Vedic literature



Jh'p rs y{eh'p iRU;kSogksjk=s ik'osa u{k=kf.k vf'oukS O;kRre~A

b".kfUu"kk.kkeqa e·b"kk.k loZyksda e·b"kk.k AA

¼;tqoZsn iq#"k lwDr] 31@22½

gzh'p rs y{eh'p iRU;kSA vgksjk=s ik'osZ u{k=kf.k :ie~A

vf'oukS O;kRre~A b"Va efu"kk.k veqa efu"kk.kA loZa efu"kk.kAA

¼rSfRrjh; vkj.;d 3@13@2½

The above first Mantra is of theYajur Veda.  
Sakar inkfn (l) ldkj of the Shri has changed into 
the hakar inkfn (g) gdkj Hri in the same Mantra in 
Taitiriya Aranyaka



Panini Grammar :  ldkj - gdkj
“i`"kksnjknhfu ;Fkksifn"Ve~&v"Vk/;k;h ¼6@3@109½

The Kasika is the  running commentary of Panini
Ashtadhyayi. On above Sutra with reference to Ancient 

Acharya,  written about the Nirvachan.

o.kkZxeks o.kZ foi;Z;'p }kS pkijkS o.kZ fodkjuk'kkSA

/kkrksLrnFkkZfr'k;su ;ksxLrnqP;rs iapfo/ka fu#Dre~ AA

o.kkZxeks - addition                  foi;Z;'p - Inter-change

o.kZ fodkj - - by product               o.kZ uk'k - Loss of letter
/kkrksLrnFkkZfr'k;su - Use of word for different meaning. 

These are five way of Nirvachan.



For example foi;Z;'p - Inter-change

fgafl&fgalk;ke~ & flag& gdkj (Hakar) in place of
ldkj (Sakar) and ldkj (Sakar) in place of

gdkj (Hakar). Due to this rule of interchange 
we have a flag word from fgal.

O;R;;ks cgqye~ ¼v"Vk- 3@1@84½ & Mahabhasyakar Pantanjali wrote 
on this sutra in his Mahabhasya –

lqika O;R;;%] frM-ka O;R;;] vusd O;R;;ksa ds lkFk o.kZ O;R;;% i<+kA

lqfIrMq-ixzg fyM~xujk.kka dkygy p~ Loj drZ`;M-ka pA

O;R;;fePNfr 'kkL=d`ns"kka lks·fi p fl/;fr ckgqydsuAA



izR;;ksa esa (Prefix) (l)ldkj Sakar to (g)gdkj
Hakar

lsg~;ZfiPp& ¼v- 3@1@84½

vFkZ& yksMkns'kL; fli% LFkkus fg bR;;ekns”kks Hkofr] vfiP; Hkofr l vkns”k%AA

mnkgj.k % yquhfg] iquhfg vkfn vkfn

HkkokFkZ& yksV~ ydkj esa Prefix fl changed to fgA
Here inkfn l (padadi S) of Prefix  

changed to inkfn g (padadi H)

g ,fr & ¼ v- 7@4@52½

vFkZ& rklLR;ks% ldkjL; gdkjkns'kks Hkofr ,fr ijr% A

HkkokFkZ& rkl~ rFkk vl~ ds ldkj dk gdkjkns'k ,dkj ijs gksrk gSA mnkgj.k

dRrZkgs] O;frgsA



In Prakrit language
(l) ldkj Sakar to (g)gdkj Hakar

vfLe ¾ fã

;q"ekda ¾ rqãk.ka

vLekda ¾ vãk.ke~

Here in all the three places 
S (l)ldkj

changed to H (g)gdkj .



Assamese Language

Assam is North-east  part of Bharat (Uttar-
Purvanchal).  Islamic invasion and their 

successive rule in Bharat failed to defeat 
Assam and were unable to enter into 

Assam.  Even during the long rule of Mogul 
they attempted many times to enter Assam 
but miserably failed.   This is an accepted 

truth that on Assam and Assamese 
language there was no influence of Persian 

or Arabic language and of Islam.



In the Assamese language inkfn (l) ldkj Padadi
Sakar of Sanskrit is always pronounced as 
a (g)gdkj Hakar.  In some places (/k) /kdkj Dhakar

as (n) ndkj Dakar.  
This Assamese language is part of 

our own indigenous language of Bharat.  

Following are examples taken from 
TATSAM SABD KOSH – Published by 
Kendriya Hindi Nideshalya – Ministry of 
Human Resources and Development, 

Govt of Bharat.



laLd`r vlfe;k¡

ladV g³~dV

ladYi g³~dYi

ladh.kZ gadh.kZ

ladksp gadksp

la{ksi ga[ksi

la[;k ga[;k

laxe gaxe

laxfr gaxfr

lapkj gapkj

larku garku



laLd`r vlfe;k¡

larks"k gUrks"k

lUns'k gUns'k

lUnsg gUnsg

laiknd gEiknd

la/;k ¼/k~½* gUn~;k ¼n~½ *

* Sanskrit (/k) /kdkj Dhakar is pronounced as 
(n)ndkj Dakar in Assamese language.



Hindi and other Regional languages  of Bharat

vl~&Hkqfo&/kkrq ^^gksuk^^ vFkZ esa gSA blh vl~ /kkrq ds vkfn vdkj dk yksi gksdj ^l^ dks ^g^ cuk gS ftls

fgUnh esa ^^gS^^ dgrs gSaA gfj;k.kk dh yksd Hkk"kk esa] blh vl~ /kkrq ds vkfn vdkj dk yksi gksdj ^lS^ 

cksyrs gSaA

fgUnw rqjd nhu gS xk;ksA frulkS oSj lnk pfy vk;ksA

ys[;ks lqj vlqju dks tSlksA dsgfj dfl c[kkuks rSlksAA ¼N=lky½

Here in this poetry of Chatrasal Kesari of  Sanskrit 
has changed to Kehari

ikgu ifrr ok.k u gh Hksnr jhrk djgq fu"kaxA ¼lwjnkl½

ikgu rs us dkB dfBekZbA ¼rqylhnkl½

In both the poetry of Surdas and Tulsidas, ik’k.k Pashan
has changed into ikgu Pahan.



There is a popular sloka about desert area
vk'khokZna u x`g.kh;kUe:LFky fuokfluke~ A

'krk;qfjfr oDrO;s grk;qfjfr dF;rs AA

Do not accept blessings of desert people because 
in place of 'krk;q Satayu (may you live for 100 years) 

they pronounce    grk;q Hatayu (lost your life) 

In Mewar and Marwada of Rajasthan,in place of inkfn (l) ldkj Padadi
sakar they pronounce (g) gdkj Hakar.  They write lyqEcj salumber but 

pronunce
gyqEcj Halumber or lkai (Snake) and prounce gkai Hanp.  
In Saurashtra Area of Gujarat in place of lDdj Sakkar

they pronounce gDdj Hakkar. 



Chinese traveler Hiuen-Tsang
about  Hindu Name.

Chinese traveler Hiuen-Tsang came to 
Bharat in the beginning of 7th century 

during the time of Samrat Harshwardan. 

Hiuen-Tsang time to visit Bharat was 
pre-islamic. Scholars like Thomas 

Watters and Samuel Beal 
translated Memoirs of Hiuen-Tsang
from the original Chinese to English. 



Following are the references.
Thomas Watters

“We find that different counsels have confused 
the designations of T’ien-chu (India); the old 

names were Shen-tu and Sien (or Hien)-tou; 
now we must conform to the correct 

pronunciation and call it Yin-tu.  The people of 
Yin-tu use local appellations for their respective 
countries; the various districts having different 

customs; adopting a general designation and one 
which the people like, we call the country Yin-tu
which means the “Moon” Vol. 1 p 131 “On Yuan 
Chwang’s travels in India” by Thomas Watters.



Samuel Beal
The names of India (T’ien Chu) are 
various and perplexing as to their 
authority.  It was anciently called 
Shintu, also Hien-tu; but now, 

according to the right pronunciation, it 
is called In-tu.  In Chinese the name 

signifies the Moon so it is called In-tu.
(Buddhist Record of the Western World,

tr. by Samuel Beal, from the Chinese of Hiuen-Tsang. 
Trubner & Co. London 1884)



The most remarkable and important 
thing in both the record, the old 
names were Shen-tu and Sien
(Sindhu) (or Hien)-tou (Hindu);  

Now this is confirmed and proved 
that the Hindu word and its uses is 

pre-Islamic.



Sindhusthan
flU/kqLFkkufefr Ks;a jk"Vªek;ZL; pksRree~ A

EysPN LFkkua ija flU/kks% d`ra rsu egkReukAA
Bhavishya Puran¼izfrlxZ ioZ] v- 2½

This side of Sindhu River is our Sindhusthan.

Sindhuja to Hinduja
In Akhand Bharat (Undivided Bharat) Western frontier state was 
Sindhu Province. (Presently in Pakistan.)   Sindh province is 
spread in both side of Sindhu River.  There are many Sindhi 
Hindu brothers who used Sindhuja as their sur-name.  Many used 
Hinduja as their sur-name which also show that this Hindu is 
changed  from Sindhu.



Sindhu to Hindu in Assam
Earlier I have presented the references of 

Assamese Language.How ldkj (S) 
pronounce as gdkj(H) in Assam.

Following  references prove that there was 
a Sindhu River and Sindhu Province in 

North-Eastern part of Bharat. 
As per Mahabharat there are two Sindhu
River and two Sindhu province.  One is in 

the western part of the Bharat and the other 
is in the eastern part of Bharat.



Two Sindhu Rivers
Western Part of Bharat
unha ficfUr foiqyka xaxka flU/kqa ljLorhe~A

Bheeshma Parva, Jambukhand Vinirvan Parva (9/14)

Eastern Part of Bharat
ifo=ka dq.Myha flU/kq jktuha iqjekfyuhe~A

Bheeshma Parva, Jambukhand Vinirvan Parva (9/21)

Two Sindhu Province –
Western part of Bharat
d'ehjk% flU/kq lkSohjk xkU/kkjk n'kZdkLrFkkA

Bheeshma Parva, Jambukhand Vinirvan Parva (9/53)

Eastern Part of Bharat
psfn eRL; d:’kk'p Hkkstk% flU/kq iqfyUndk%A

Bheeshma Parva, Jambukhand Vinirvan Parva (9/40)



This is the confirmed fact that there is a Sindhu
River and Sindhu province (Sindh) in the western 

part of  Bharat – presently in Pakistan.  

Above reference of Mahabharat also prove that 
there is a Sindhu River and Sindhu province in 

the North-Eastern part of Bharat

To Confirm more facts and references from the Mahabharat, 
aswamedhic Parva, Anu-Gita Parva are presented here

Horse of Aswamedha reached to Pragyajotishpur
(presently West Assam) where Bagdatt Son 

Vajradatt was ruling. Arjun defeated Vajradatt.  
There after Ashwamedha Horse entered Sindhu

province.



lSU/koSjHkon~ ;q)a rrLrL; fdjhfVu%A

gr'ks"kSegkjkt grkuka p lqrSjfi AA

Aswamedhic Parva, Anu-Gita Parva - ¼e- Hkk- 78@1½

ra LejUrks o/ka ohjk% flU/kqjktL; pkgosA

t;nzFkL; dkSjO; lejs lO;lkfpuk AA

Aswamedhic Parva, Anu-Gita Parva - ¼e- Hkk- 78@11½

On request of Jayadrath wife 
Dussalla (Sister of Duryodhan) 

Arjun forgive Sandhav.



Horse of Ashwamedha traveled from Sindhu province 
and  entered in Manipur.
Øes.k l g;LRosoa fopju~ iq#"k"kZHk% A

ef.kiqjirsnsZ'keqik;r lg ik.Mo% AA
Aswamedhic Parva, Anu-Gita Parva - ¼e- Hkk- 78@49½

Horse of Ashwamedha further entered into Manipur 
province where Arjun faught with his own son 

Babhruvahan (born of Arjuna’s wife Chtrangada)
l rq okth leqnzkUrka i;sZR; olq/kkfeeke~ A

fuo`Rrks·fHkeq[kks jktu~ ;su okj.klk/o;e~ A

Aswamedhic Parva, Anu-Gita Parva - ¼e- Hkk- 82/1½

The horse traveled upto the ocean and took 
round and returned to Hastinapur.



As per above description it has been proved 
that  the Sindhu Province of Jayadrath was in 
north-eastern part of Bharat, further east to 

Pragyajyotishpur near Manipur.  Somewhere 
present Eastern Assam.  Most probably the 

Sindhu River of eastern part mentioned in the 
sloka Pavitra Kundli - Sindhu -- Rajani-

Purmalini was the name of Brahmaputra river. 

“In those days same as various names were 
given to river Ganga at different times just as 
Gangorti, Bhagirathi, Ganga, Janhvi, Hugli”

Shri M. S. Golwalkar (P.P. Guruji) – Bunch of Thoughts.



It is important to note that there was no 
mention of Brahmaputra river in the 

Bheeshma Parva, Jambukhand
Vinirvan Parva where the names of all the 

river of Bharat has been mentioned.

The western Sindhu river and nearby 
province is known as Sindu Province 

and this is also proved by the references 
that the eastern Sindhu (Brhamapura) 

river and nearby province was 
known as Sindhu province.



Following proved beyond doubt
1 - As per Panini Grammar - inkfn (l) ldkj

Padadi Sakar to inkfn (g) gdkj Padadi Hakar
2 - Prakrit Language tradition
3 - Assamese Language 
4 - Regional language
6 - Bhavishyapuran – Sindhusthan to Hindusthan
5 - As per Hiuen-Tsang Memoirs - Shen-tu (Sindhu) 

to Hien-tou(Hindu)
7 - Sindhuja to Hinduja

That Sindhu has become Hindu in indigenous 
Language of Bharat.  It is originated in Bharat.
Therefore this is a Swadeshi word and uses of 
Hindu word is pre-Islamic 



Why  Sindhu to Hindu ?
Shri Vinayak Damodar Sarvarkar wrote  in his famous 

book “Hindutva”.  Sindusthan is a Vedic name.  
There is an advantage in this.  Sanskrit Sindhu

means not only river but also ocean.  

If you say one word Sindhu - Hindu, the whole Bharat is 
covered.  Eastern Sindhu river (Brahmaputra River) 

is part of western Sindhu.  (Actually both  Sindhu and 
Brahmaputra originates from Kailash Mansarovar). 

Therefore they have the same origin.



The Sindhu surrounds western and eastern 
part of Bharat and the Southern peninsula  
surrounded by Sindhu (ocean) .  Once any 
one pronounce Hindu whole geography of 

Bharat is visualized. These are  
extraordinary specialties of Hindu word. 

Shri M. S Golwolker (P.P. Guruji) “ the name 
Hindu derived from River Sindhu has been 

associated with us in our history and tradition 
for so long that it has now become our 

universally accepted and adorned name”. 
(Bunch of thought)



fgeky;lekjH;;kon~bUnqljksoje~A

ra nso fufeZra ns'ka fgUnqLFkkua izp{krsAA
Brihaspati Aagam

--------------------------------------------------------------
This Hindu word is broader, 
in which culture, history and 

geography are united.  
The entire society has accepted the 
name.  The name is most popular 

among all other names.



Uses of Hindu in Sanskrit, Prakrit and 
regional languages. 

Following are few examples.

fgal;k nw;rs ;'p lnkpj.k rRij%A

osn------------fgUnq eq[k 'kCnHkkd~AA
¼o`) Le`fr½

cfyuk dfyukPNUus /kesZ dofyrs dykSA

;ouSj ouhØkUrk] fgUnoks foU/;ekfo'ku~AA
¼dkfydk iqjk.k½

;ouSjouh ØkUrk] fgUnoks foU/;ekfo'ku~A

cfyuk osnekxksZ·;a dfyuk doyhd`r%AA
¼'kka³Z/kj i)fr½



fgUnq% fgUnw'p izfl)kS nq"Vkuka p fo?k"kZ.ksA

¼vn~Hkqr dks'k½

fgUnq% fgUnw'p fgUno%A

¼esfnuh dks'k½

fgUnq /keZ izyksIrkjkS tk;Urs pØofrZu%A

ghu'p nw"k;I;so l fgUnwfjR;qP;rs fiz;sAA

¼es# rU=½

fgufLr rilk ikiku~ nSfgdku~ nq"Vekulku~A

gsfrfHk% 'k=qoxZ% p l fgUnq% vfHk/kh;rsAA

¼ifjtkrgj.k ukVd½



,fg fgUnqx nsls oPpkoks
¼^^fu'khFk pw.kZ^^ tSu vkxe] jpukdky&733 fo-la-½

vVy BkV efgikV] vVy rkjkx<+/kkuaA

vVy uxz vtesj] vVy fgUno vLFkkuaAA

(Maha Kavi Ven)

^fgUnwifr ijrki ir jk[kks fgUnoku dhA^
(Kavi Prithviraj Bikaneri in a letter  addressed to Maha Rana Pratap)



fgUnw lkykgh lykgk ¼'yk?kuh;½ njlu :i vikj^

(Adi Guru Granth Sahib)

^cqMkoys loZ gh ikihA fgUnqLrku cdkoysA^

(Samartha Guru Ramdas)

^^eh fgUnw jtiwr p rsg~oka fgUnwp jkT; ewypsa fgUnpsap fgUnw/keZ j{kdk iq<+s eh 

Mksads 'kr<k ueohu ijUrq fgUnw/kekZph eku gkfu gksbZy vls d/kha gh /kM.kkj

ukghaA^^

^^fgUnwir egkjkt rqe] gks {kf=; fljrktA^^

(Shivaji in a letter addressed  to Mirza Raja Jai Singh.)



jk[kh fgUnqokuh fgUnoku ds fryd jk[;ksA

Le`fr iqjk.k jk[;kS osn fof/k eqfu esa AA

(Maha Kavi Bhushan)

iky dfo - fgUnw rqjd nhu }S xk,A

frudks oSj lnk pfy vk,AA

tc rs 'kkg r[r ij cSBsA

rc lkS fgUnqu lks mj BkBsAA

dfo lqtku flag& fgUnw /keZ txkbZ pykvkSA

nkSj fnfyny gyfu pykvksAA



xq# rsxcgknqj&^^mRrj eU;ks /keZ ge fgUnw

vfr fiz; fdfe djs fudUnwA^^ 

¼lw;Z izdk'k½

xq# xksfoUn flag&^^ldy txr esa [kkylk iaFk xktsA

txs /keZ fgUnw ldy HkaM Hkkts AA^^             

¼n'ke xzUFk½

lUr dchj&

lqUur fd, rqjd tks gksosa vkSjr dk D;k dfj,A

v/kZ 'kjhjh ukjh dk NksfM+, rkrs fgUnw gks jfg,AA



Here  one thing is very important to note that in all 
references of Maharana Pratap, Shivaji, Guru 
Tegbahadur,Guru Govind Singh and many other 
poets they all used the word Hindu Dharma.

They fought for Hindu Dharma,they defended 
Hindu Dharma,they sacrificed their lives for Hindu 
Dharma. No one used Sanatan Dharma,Vedic 
Dharma,Bharatvarsh and Bharat Mata in their 
course of fighting, defending and sacrificing .

In their understanding, in spirit the word Hindu 
Dharma encompasses all.



The question arises if Hindu word 
was so popular why not it is available 
in ancient Vedas and ancient 
Sanskrit literature.  

Mahabhasyakar Maharshi Patanjali
had discussed this type of issue in 
his Mahabhasya.  Following is the 
reference from Mahabhashya.



viz;qDrs nh?kZl=or~

;|I;iz;qDrk vo';a nh?kZl=oYy{k.ksukuqfo/ks;k%A

losZ ns'kkUrjs

losZ [kYoI;srs 'kCnk ns'kkUrjs"kq iz;qT;UrsA u pSoksiyH;Urs miyC/kkS ;U=% 

fØ;rke~A egku~'kCnL; iz;ksxfo"k;%A lIrnhik olqerh] =;ks yksdk%] pRokjks osnk% 

lkM-k% ljgL;k cgq/kk fHkék ,d'kre/o;qZ&'kk[kk%] lglzoRekZ lkeosn%] 

,dfoa'kfr/kk okg~o`P;a] uo/kk··FkoZ.kks osn%] okdksokD;e~] bfrgkl%] iqjk.ka

oS|dfeR;srkok¥~ NCnL; iz;ksxfo"k;%A ,rkoUra 'kCnL; iz;ksxfo"k;euuqfu'kE; 

lUR;iz;qäk bfr opua dsoya lkglek=esoA



Meaning - The usage of word is spread in seven 
continents  (Saptadweepa) of the Earth  and three 
lokas (Akash, Prithvi and Paatal i.e everywhere), 
four Vedas together with Vedang, Brahman, 
Aranyaka and Upanishads. They are many in 
types and number.   These Vedas are again 
spread in several and different Shakha, such as
Yajurveda has 101 Shakha, Samved has one 
thousand Sakha, Voluminous Rig Veda has 21 
Sakha and Atarva Veda has 9 Sakha,  Itihasa,  
Purana (history), and Ayurveda.



Uses of word are spread so vast, how 
any one can say that these words are not 
available.  These words, which are not 
commonly visible, are used and available 
in its own places.

Angani i.e. Six Vedang – Shiksha, 
Vyakaran,    Nirukta,   Kalpa,   Chhanda, 
and   Jyotish



Vedas Total 
Shakha

Lost 
Shakha

Available

Rig Veda   21 18 03
Yajurveda 101 93 08
Samaveda 1000 995 05

Atharvaveda 09 04 05

Four Vedas –– 1. Rigveda, 
2.  Yajurveda, 
3.  Samveda
4. Atharvaveda.



Every Veda has one Upaveda also.

RigVeda – Ayurveda

Yajurveda – Dhanurveda

Samveda – Gandharvaveda

Atharvaveda - Arthaveda



Following is a list of lost Brahmanas

Brahmanas of the Rigveda :

Paimgi, Brahmana
Paimgya, Brahmana
Paimgayani Brahmana
Bahvricha Brahmana
Asvalayana Brahmana
Galava Brahmana



Brahmanas of the Yajurveda

Charaka Brahmana, Svetasvatara Brahmana

Kathaka Brahmana, Maitrayani Brahmana

Jabala Brahmana, Khandikeya Brahmana

Aukheya Brahmana, Haridravika Brahmana

Tumburu Brahmana, Ahvaraka Brahmana

Kankati Brahmana, Chhagaleya Brahmana



Brahmanas of the Samaveda
Bhallavi Brahmana
Kalabavi Brahmana
Rauruki Brahmana

Satyayana Brahmana
Talavakara Brahmana

_____________________________________________________________

Upang – Sankya – Yoga, 
Nyaya – Vaisheshika, 

Purva Mimansa – Uttar Mimansa.



For all your knowledge vast available 
literature just only comes under 50 word 
roots (Dhatu) of the Sanskrit Grammar 
whereas we have studied about 2800 
roots.  Usages of 2750 roots are 
completely lost now. 
Can you imagine the vastness of the 
literature and the lost knowledge?   

Therefore many words, which were used 
in ancient days, are not available now 
such as Hindus, etc.



Hindu in Avesta, Persian and Arabic language

Avesta is the oldest script of Zoroastrian.  All foreigner and 
local scholars have always told us that l&ldkj (Sakar)  of 
Sanskrit   changed to   g&gdkj (Hakar) in Avesta and   /kdkj

(Dhakar) has become  ndkj (Dakar).  Therefore 
Vedic Sapta Sindhu has changed into Hapta

Hindu.  Hence from Avesta Hindu word has come 
in existence.  

They give following example.
oSfnd laLd`r vosLrk

lkse gkse

vlqj vgqj



AVESTA & HINDU

In search of Hindu word in Avesta
I read completely the Avesta

and also discussed  this issue 
with traditional Zoroastrian Scholars 

who had authority on Avesta.  
Surprisingly I found that 

Hindu word is not found in Avesta.



All the scholars, while giving reference 
of Hindu word in Avesta, have accepted 
the origin of Hindu in Avesta.  This is  
without searching the original sources.    
Actually in Zoroastrian tradition  (ancient 
Persian language)  
first Hindu word appeared as Hapta
Hindu in  the book “Vendidad”.   
As per Avestan scholar Vendidad is not 
very old.   This book is much later of 
Avestan.



There is an interesting reference of Hind in 
another Zoroastrian book Shateer

^^vduwa fcjgeus O;kl uke vkt fgUn vken cl nkuk fd dy pquk uLr^^

Meaning - A Brahmin named Vyas had come from Hind.  
There was none of him who can compare his 

intelligence and wisdom.

pw O;kl fgUnh cy[k vken] xLrkLi tjnqLr jkoa [kokUr^^

When Vyas of Hind came to Balkh then Persian King 
Gustasp called Zarathushtra.

From the above two reference we can understand that in 
old Persian Hind word is a respected one and never 

used as  in a bad sense.



Hindu in Persian language
Persian is originated in Iran and it is the official language 
of Iran.  So let us find out the sources of origin.
Farhang – e - Amid is very respected Persian dictionary 
compiled by       Mr Hashan Amid of Iran.  According to 
this dictionary following is the meaning of Hindu.

Hindu =  (Came to Persian from Hinduk word of Pahalavi
language)  
(Note : Pahalavi language  is mother  of Persian 
language)
Meaning of Hindu = Hindi, Ahal-e-Hind,
fgUnh] vgys fgUn Resident of Hind desh ¼fgUn ns'k fuoklh½ o rQk;s vT-k ejnqes

fgUn ¼fgUnqLrku dk /keZ½ Dharma  of Hindustan
e[-klwlh njUn & ¼fof'k"V /keZ½A Unique Dharma



I searched several old dictionaries of Persian 
and  got the following meaning.

Hindu = follower of ancient culture of Hind, 
Resident of Hindustan, 

A black mole on mistress cheek (this is 
popularly known as a beauty spot in literature). 

Ladkiyon Ka Dil Churanewala Premi
(I do not know the suitable translation.)
Aloe-Vera = Beauty Herb (Gwarpatha in Hindi)



There is an interesting reference of a  Persian 
Sufi Poet Hafiz
vxj vku rqdsZ 'khjkth cnLr vkjn fnys ekjk

o [kkys fgUnq v'k o[k'ke~ lejdUn vks cq[kkjk

If that girl of Siraj would bring back my heart to 
me I would give sammarkand and Bukhara in 
exchange for her black mole.  
“The Hyms of Atharvan Zarathushtra” by 
Jatindra Mohan Chatterjee – Published by Parsi
Zorastrian Association, 1967 – Calcutta.
Now you can understand the beautiful and 
poetic meaning of Hindu word  in Persian 
language.



From the above you can also 
understand that how in the 

19th century some biased and 
crooked minded Indian Muslim 
Scholar of Persian and Urdu 

language who, compiled some 
dictionary (Llugat) of Persian & 

Urdu in India, distorted the 
meaning of Hindu.



Hindu = A black mole on mistress 
cheek. - They selected only the 
black word from the above meaning.
Ladkiyon Ka Dil Churanewala Premi.  
They  made  Chor from Churanewala.

They made dictionary meaning of 
Hindu  as  Kala (black), Chor (thief), 
and Kaffir.  We Hindus were always 
non-believer Kaffir for them.



In search of meaning of Hindu I have gone 
through a neutral source and it is presented 
here.
Dictionary of Persian Arabic English by John 
Richardson – 1806, London
Hind  = India, a  woman name.
Hindustan = India
Hindu = An Indian, a sword of excellent edge 
made of Indian steel
Hindi =  Any thing belonging to India.
Hindu word is used always in a respected term. 
In the light of the above facts the biased and 
crooked Muslim scholars are exposed.



Hindu in Arabic language
1700 years before the birth of prophet Mohammed and 3100 

years from now, there was a famous poet in Arab – His 
name was Labi-bin-e-Akhtab –bin- e-Turfa, whose poetry 

was compiled by Asma-e-Malekush-Sara, the court poet of 
Kaliffa Harun Raseed.  He has praised Bharat and Veda in 

following poetry.

v;k eqckjdsy vjt ;w 'kS;s uksgk feyu ^^fgUns^^A

o vjkndYykg% e ;ksuTtsy ftdjrquAA1AA

O Holy land of Hind, thou art blessed. 

God has chosen you for knowledge.



Two Dictionaries:
Lisan – al - arab – compiler Ibn Manzoor, 
Al-Misbah – al  - muneer – compiler Fuemi

The  above  dictionaries  are  very  old  and 
authentic.

Meaning of Hindu in the above two 
dictionary of Arabic language.
Hindusi = (plural) Resident of Hindustan,

follower of Hindu Dharma (Mazhab)
Al-Hind = Hindustan (Al is always used before

a respected word in Arabic)
Hind    =  Beautiful, names of Girls



Example: 
Hazarat Kadija, the first wife of Prophet 
Mohammed. Before her marriage to Mohammed 
she was married to Atik-bin-Aizad and she had 
two children from him.  Girl name was Hind and 
boy’s name was Abdulla.
Mother of Prophet Muawiyah’s name was Hind
and she was married to Abu Sufiyan.

Even today Hind word is so popular in Arab and 
Iraq.  They give Hind name to their children.

From the above you will note that in Arabic 
language word Hind is very respected one.



THE PART – 1

END



THE PART – 2

HINDUTVA : THE NATIONALISM



Definition of Hindu
Shri M S Golwalkar (P.P. Guruji)  on definition of Hindu 

The Indefinable Hindu

We, the Hindus, have based our whole existence 
on God and therefore, it is probable that the 

Hindu Society has developed in an all-
comprehensive manner, with a bewildering 

variety of phases and forms, but with one thread 
of unification running inherently through the 

multitude of its expressions and manifestations. 
All the sects, the various castes in the Hindu fold, 

can be defined, but the term ‘Hindu’
cannot be defined because it comprises all. 



Of course, many attempts at definition have been 
made from time to time, but all such definitions 

have proved to be incomplete. They do not 
express the whole truth and it is but natural in the 

case of a people who have been growing and 
evolving for the last so many scores of centuries.
The origin of our people, the date from which we 

have been living here as a civilized entity, is 
unknown to the scholars of history. In a way, we 
are ‘anadi’, without a beginning. To define such a 
people is impossible, just as we cannot express 

or define Reality because words came into 
existence after the Reality. Similar is the case 

with the Hindu People.



Pandit Gangaprasad Upadhay, a famous 
scholar also wrote about the indefinable of 
Hindu in the same way.
There have been many attempts in the past 

to give definition of Hindu and Hindutva.   
But they were not fully successful.  Is Hindu 
a religious, social, or political entity?  No 
one knows the exact meaning of Hindu 
word.  But every Hindu feel and realize the 
spirit of Hindu and Hindu word.
Chapter- Hindu & Hindutva,
from Hindutva Ke Rakshak Swami Dayananad



Be proud as a Hindu : Swami Vivekanand

When a man has begun to be ashamed of his 
ancestors, the end has come.  

Here am I, one of the least of the Hindu race, yet 
proud of my race, proud of my ancestors.  I am proud 

to call myself a Hindu, I am proud that I am one of 
your unworthy servants.  I am proud that I am a 

countryman of yours, you the descendants of the 
sages, you the descendants of the most glorious 

Rishis the world ever saw.
Rousing call to the Hindu Nation – page 74



We are Hindus.  I do not use the word Hindu in any 
bad sense at all, nor do I agree with those that think 
there is any bad meaning in it.  In old times, it simply 

meant people who lived on the other side of the 
Indus; today a good man among those who hate us 
may have put a bad interpretation upon it but names 

are nothing.  Upon us depends whether the name 
Hindu will stand for everything that is glorious, 

everything that is spiritual, or whether it will remain a 
name of opprobrium, one designating the 

downtrodden, the worthless, the heathen.  If at 
present the word Hindu means anything bad, never 
mind; by our action let us be ready to show that this 

is the highest word that any language can invent.
Rousing call to the Hindu nation – page 34



Swami Vivekananda at an open air meeting at 
Dhaka on 31-3-1901on the subject of The 
Religion we are born in.)
The Band of  Reformer -- - - -,
They have, however, done good work; may the 
blessings of God be showered on their heads.  
But why should you, Hindus, want to separate 
yourselves from the great common fold?  Why 
should you feel ashamed to take the name of 
Hindu, which is your greatest and most glorious 
possession?

(complete works of Swami Vivekanand – Vol. III page 460-461)



Fundamental unity of Hindu society.

Swami Dayananand Sarawati, (Founder of 
Arya Samaj) had explained in a very 
simple way – who are Hindus and the 
fundamental unity of Hindu Society.  

In 1877 the then Commissioner of Amritsar
Mr H Perkins asked question to 

Swami Dayanandji. H. Perkins – Why Hindu Dharma 
is so weak as of cotton thread? (Soot ka dhaga)
Swamiji – Hindu Dharma is not weak like cotton 

thread.  This is as strong as steel.  Steel can break 
but Hindu Dharma never can break.
H.Perkins – Give me any example  -

then I will believe.



Swami Dayanand Saraswati:- Hindu Dharma is 
like an ocean.  The way countless waves arise in 
the ocean, on the same way, you can see in this 
Dharma.  There is one sect of people who drinks 
water after filter and anther sect of people drinks 
only milk.    There is one sect of people who are 
life long Sadhus (ascetic).  There is one sect of 
people who worship formless divine and another 
sect of people worship Avatar (Divine 
Incarnation).  There is one sect of people who 
practice only philosophy and  sect of people only 
meditate.  There is one sect of people who drinks 
water from the Shudras and accept meal cooked 
by them.



With all the differences, they are all Hindus.  
They are really Hindus.  No one can expel 

them from the fold of Hindu Dharma.  
Therefore we must understand that this 
Dharma is very strong and not weak.

NOTE –Here one thing is very important to 
note.  In 1875 at Pune lecture Swami 

Dayananad Saraswati told to reject Hindu 
word.  Here in above passage He is defending 

Hindu Dharma, which shows the 
strength of  name Hindu and greatness of 

Swami Dayanand Saraswati.



Swami Vivekananda at an open air meeting 
at Dhaka on 31-3-1901on the subject of 

The Religion we are born in.

Now let us consider what are the common grounds of 
agreement in the religion we are born in.  At first sight we 

undeniably find various differences among our sects.  
Some are Advaitists, some are Vishishtadvaitists, and 
others are Dvaitists.  Some believe in Incarnations of 

God, some in image worship, while others are upholders 
of the doctrine of the Formless. Then as to Customs 

also, various differences are known to exist. 



In Nepal, a Brahmin can marry in the 
four Varnas, while in Bengal, a Brahmin 

cannot marry even among the sub-
divisions of his own caste.  So on and so 

forth.  But in the midst of all these 
differences we note one point of unity 

among all Hindus, and it is this - - - -.  In 
the same way, there is a great common 
ground of unity underlying the various 

forms and sects of our religion.

(Complete works of Swami Vivekanand – Vol. III page 454-455)



Paper on Hinduism - read at World Parliament 
of Religion, Chicago on 19th September1893

Sect after sect arose in India and seemed to 
shake the religion of the Vedas to its very 
foundations, but like the waters of the 
seashore in a tremendous earthquake it 
receded only for a while, only to return in an 
all-absorbing flood, a thousand times more 
vigorous, and when the tumult of the rush was 
over, these sects were all sucked in, 
absorbed, and assimilated into the immense 
body of the mother faith.



From the high spiritual flights of 
the Vedanta philosophy, of which 

the latest discoveries of science seem like 
echoes, to the low ideas 

of idolatry with its multifarious mythology, the 
agnosticism of 

the Buddhists, and the atheism 
of the Jains,  each and all have 
a place in the Hindus’ religion.
(Complete works of Swami Vivekanand – Vol. I page  6 )



Hindu a Nation

Is Hindu a Nation or religion or 
territorial entity or name of a 
community?

The Hindus are perhaps the most 
exclusive nation in the world.

Swami Vivekananada – complete works Vol. IV page 161



What is a Nation?
A nation indicates a group or community of 

people, which has been traditionally living in a 
particular land, which has its own distinctive 
culture, and which has an identity separate 
from other peoples of the world by virtue of 

the distinctiveness of its culture.  The cultural 
distinctiveness of a nation may be based on 

its race, or religion, or language, or a 
combination of some or all of these factors, 
but all in all there has to be distinct culture, 
which will mark the nation out from peoples 

belonging to other lands.



Third, there may be internal differences in 
several respects among the people 

belonging to this culture, but in spite of 
these differences there is an overall sense 

of harmony born out of the fundamental 
elements of their culture, and a sense of 
pride, which inspires in them a desire to 
maintain their separate identity from the 
rest of the world.  Finally, as a result of 

these factors, this group of people has its 
own outlook towards the history of its 

traditional homeland.



A community of people which posses the above 
features is a NATION, and the country in which it has 
been traditionally living, and where it has developed 
its distinct culture, is called the MOTHERLAND of 
that nation, its TRADITIONAL HOME LAND.  But the 
country or the land by itself can never be the nation.  
In other words, a nation is not a territorial unit but n 
emotional unit with a territorial base.  As Sri 
Aurobindo had said “A nation is indeed the outward 
expression of a community of sentiments whether it 
be the sentiment of a common blood, or the 
sentiment of a common religion, or the sentiment of 
a common interest, or any or all of these sentiments 
combined.



We Hindus are a nation ourselves, but also 
that we are the oldest surviving Hindu nation 
on earth.

There are many points of difference within the 
Hindu fold, caused by  language and regional 
tradition.  But the fundamental sense of Hindu 
identity, unity, and harmony cuts through all 
differences and prevails over the community 
on account of the common spiritual current of 
the Hindu Dharma.  Thus it is the Hindu 
Dharma which is the distinguishing feature of 
the Hindu Nation.



The traditional homeland of Hindus is the 
Bharatavarsha. It is a quite distinct 

geographical entity.  There are few nations in 
the world the natural boundaries of whose 

homeland are as clearly drawn as that of ours.  
Mother Nature has herself created and 

bequeathed to us, as it were, the separate 
land of Bharatavarsha enclosed by the 

Himalayas and the 
Hind Mahasagar (Indian ocean), 

Sindhu Sagar (Arabian Sea) and the 
Ganga Sagar (Bay of Bengal).



It appears as if Nature, or the 
Supreme being if you like, has 

specially created this country as 
the motherland of a particular 
nation.  And the Hindus have 

been intimately associated with 
this land, lived on it, developed 

their culture and civilization on it, 
and regarded it as sacred soil.



Since times immemorial, a great and cultured 
people called by the name “Hindu” have been 

living here as the children of this sacred 
motherland (Bharatmata)

Shri M S Golwalkar (P.P. Guruji)
Bunch of thought



Work before us – delivered 
Triplicane Literary Society, Madras

Two curious nations there have been 
sprung of the same race, but placed in 
different circumstances and 
environments, working out the 
problems of life each in its own 
particular way.  I mean the ancient 
Hindu and the ancient Greek.
269 – Vo.III Complete works of Swami Vivekanand



Notes of Class Talks and Lectures
In everything, there are two kinds of 

development – analytical and synthetical.  
In the former the Hindus excel other 

nations.  In the latter they are nil.

The Hindus have cultivated the 
power of analysis and abstraction.  

No nation has yet produced 
a grammar like that of Panini.

Vol. 6 Page 105 – Complete works of Swami Vivekanand.



Historical evolution of India

This analytical power and the 
boldness of poetical visions 

which urged it onward are the 
two great international causes 

in the make-up of the Hindu race.
They together formed as it were,

the keynote to the national character.

Vol. Page 158 – Complete works of Swami Vivekanand



CORE OF NATION
What other scholars have to say on Core of Nation-
In the early stage of European nationalism, national 
identity was often defined primarily in religious terms. 

(Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington  - Page 15)

America’s core culture has been and, at the 
moment, is still primarily the culture of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century settlers who 
founded American society.  The central elements 
of that culture can be defined in a variety of ways 
but include the Christian religion, Protestant 
values and moralism. 

(Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington  - Page 40)



The crucial defining element of 
American identity.  The Creed, 
however, was the product of 

the distinct Anglo-Protestant culture 
of the founding settlers of America in 

the seventeenth and Eighteenth 
centuries.  Key elements of that 

culture include the English language; 
Christian religious commitment.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington  - Page 3



Irving Kristol argues Americans have 
always thought of themselves as 
Christian nation.  – equally tolerant of 
all religions so long as they were 
congruent with traditional Judeo-
Christian morality but equal toleration.

Americans are still Christian people, 
as they have been throughout their 
history.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 101



Is America also a Christian nation?  
The statistics say yes; 80 per cent to 
85 percent of Americans regularly 
identify themselves as Christians.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington –Page - 82

American Protestants were united 
behind the principle of scriptura sola.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page - 83



Tocqueville reported that all Americans held 
religion “to be indispensable to the 

maintenance of republican institutions”.

Bryce similarly observed, Christianity is “the 
national religion” of Americans.

President Eisenhower expressed the same 
view.  Our Government makes no sense

Unless it is founded on a deeply felt religious 
faith.  Given this general tolerance of religious 

diversity, non-Christian faiths have little 
alternative but to recognize and accept 

America as a Christian society.



A third element of America’s civil 
religion is the prevalence of 

religious allusions and symbols in 
American public rhetoric, rituals, 

and ceremonies.  Presidents have 
always taken their oath of office 

on a Bible.
Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 104



Core of Hindu Nation

If we read Swami Dayananda Saraswati, we will 
come across the notion that we Hindus are a nation.  
In the writings of Bankimchandra and Sri Aurobindo
too, we will find a clear and confident assertion that 

we Hindus are a nation, and not just a religious 
community.  The basic perception of Vir Savarkar
was also the same, which he forcefully presented,

in his famous book, Hindutva.  However, the person 
who made the most powerful pronouncement of 

this idea was Swami Vivekananda.  Throughout his 
brief but momentous life, Swamiji proclaimed loudly, 

clearly and consistently the fact that 
we Hindus are a nation.



I would like to remind you of the 
famous 2-minute address of Swamiji
delivered in response to Welcome at 
the World Parliament of Religions at 
Chicago on 11th September 1893.  

In that address Swamiji told 
his American audience, 

“I  thank you in the name of the 
millions and millions of Hindu 

people of all classes and sects”.



Thereafter he spoke three sentences 
which were most significant.  First, he said,

“I am proud to belong to a religion 
which has taught the world both tolerance

and universal acceptance”.  

Next, he said, “ I am proud to belong to 
a nation which has sheltered the 
persecuted and the refugees of 

all religions and all nations of the earth”

“ I am proud to belong to the religion 
which has sheltered and is still fostering the 
remnants of the grand Zoroastrian nation.”



Thus in three consecutive sentences Swamiji
proclaimed his pride of belonging first “to a 
religion,” then “to a nation” and again “to a 
religion”

There is absolutely no doubt that swamiji used the 
words “religion” and “nation” as synonymous. 

Character evolved out of thousands of centuries
Now you understand clearly where the soul of this 
nation is – it is in religion.  Because no one was 
able to destroy that, therefore the Hindu nation is 
still living, having survived so many troubles and 
tribulations. 

Rousing call to the Hindu Nation page 38



In response to welcome by Hindus of 
Colombo  15th January 1897

But you ask Hindu “What is your religion”?  

he replies – Look here, my friend, I have 
marked it on my forehead.  He can give 
you a good hint or two on questions of 
religion.  That has been my experience.  
That is our nation’s life.

Complete works of Swami Vivekanand Page 108- Vol. III



In response to welcome by Hindus of Calcutta

Each nation has its own peculiar method of 
work.  Some work through politics, come 
through social reforms, some through other 
lines.  With us, religion is the only ground along 
which we can move. 

Complete works of Swami Vivekananand page 314   - Vol.III

In response to Welcome at Manamadura

India is the land of religion; the Hindu 
understands religion and religion alone.  
Character evolved out of thousands of centuries.

Complete works of Swami Vivekananand page 165   - Vol.III



The Hindu says that political and social 
independence are well and good, but 

the real thing is spiritual independence 
Mukti.  This is our national purpose; 

whether you take the Vaidika, 
the Jaina,or the Bauddha, 

the Advaita,the Vishishtavaita, or 
the Dvaita – there, 

they are all of one mind.
Complete works of Swami Vivekananand Vol. III page 36



In the writings and speeches of Swami 
Vivekandand, we come across hundreds of 
references to the “reawakening of the Hindu 
Nation”, “the resurgence of the Hindu nation”, 
and the “rejuvenation of the Hindu nation”.  
Indeed, regeneration of the Hindu nation was 
the central theme of his thought.  One finds his 
writings full of expressions such as “the 
national vision of the Hindus”, the national 
traditions of the Hindus.  He keeps referring to 
the national glory and destiny of the Hindus, 
their national ethos and history, their  national 
consciousness and goal.



He speaks of the national literature 
of the Hindus, their national 
characteristics, their national 
backbone and efficiency.  He talks 
of the Hindu national edifice and 
raison d’etre of the Hindu nation, the 
national task for the Hindus. In fact, 
all his writings, speeches, and 
interviews are literally strewn with 
expressions like these.



Swami Vivekanand is also emphatically clear that 
the essential feature of Hindu nationhood is the 
Hindu religion, (the Hindu Dharma.)

At one place, he says that in spite of the slavery of 
a thousand years and tyranny of centuries, the 
Hindu nation is still alive because it did not forsake 
the basic element of its national life, namely, the 
Dharma.  By Dharma he means the Hindu 
Dharma only.   Elsewhere he says that  Hindu 
Dharma itself is our national life.  In yet another 
place he says that Hindu Dharma itself is our 
national life.  In yet another place he asserts that 
the Hindu nation still survives because no one 
could destroy its soul.



Hindu national life is dharma and spirituality that we 
Hindus have to keep this national ideal of ours above 
everything else, and that if we give up our dharma 
and spirituality we would be destroyed as a nation.

Swamiji contrasted the Hindus with other nations by 
saying that the national goal of the French was 
political liberty, of the British mercantile genius, and of 
the Hindus spirituality.  On one occasion, Swamiji
went to the extent of claiming that of all the nations of 
the world, Hindus are the most handsome, and he 
added “I am not saying this because I belong to that 
nation, but because this is the truth.

We Hindus are a nation, and that the distinctive 
feature of our nationhood is Hindu Dharma.



We Hindus are a nation just as the 
Germans are a nation, the Armenians are 

a nation. The Kurds are a nation, the 
Jews are a nation.  Look at the German 
nation.  Their traditional homeland was 
divided into two.  But this did not abate 
their nationhood.  Within a mere fifty 
years, they achieved re-unification of 
their homeland and the nation was 

restored to its original complexion.  As for 
the Jewish nation, they had in fact 

completely lost hold of their motherland.



For nearly 2000 years, they remained 
separated from their traditional homeland.  

But even that did not cause extinction of the 
nationhood of the Jews.  The Jews remained
a nation and despite so much of persecution 

and tyranny, they re-established their 
own state in their traditional homeland 
after 2000 years.  The Hindus too have 

remained a nation, no matter 
who managed to rule over our homeland 

during the last millennium. The quintessence 
of the nation has remained intact.  Its 

substance and entity have remained intact.



Who is part of Hindu Nation?
A person or community who believe in 

Hindu Dharma, which embraces all Jain, 
Boudha, Sikhs. A person or community who 

believe Bharatvarsha as Matribhumi, 
Pitribhumi, Punnyabhumi.

Components of identity
In terms of race, ethnicity, culture, religion 
and language, the Americans and British 

were/are one people.
Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 47



Anglo-Protestant culture has been central to 
American identity for three centuries.  It is 
what Americans have had in common and as 
countless foreigners have observed, what  has 
distinguished them from other peoples.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 3

The Stars and Stripes has the status of a 
religious icon and is a more central symbol of 
national identity for Americans than their flags 
are for peoples of other nations.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 3



Sources of identity:

Following are the sources of identity.

1. Ascriptive - such as  ancestry, 
ethnicity (defined as extended kin) and  
race;

2.  Cultural - such as clan, tribe, ethnicity, 
language, nationality, religion, civilization;

3.  Territorial - such as province, state, 
country, geographical area, continent



America is a founded society created by 
seventeenth and eighteenth century 

settlers almost all of whom came from 
the British Isles.  Their values, 

institutions, and culture provided 
the foundation for and shaped the 

development of America in the following 
centuries.  They initially defined 

America in terms of race, ethnicity, 
culture, and most importantly religion.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 38, Page 39



American’s ancestors were not immigrants 
but settlers, and in its origins America was 
not a nation of immigrants, it was a society, 

or societies, of settlers who came to the 
New World in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries.  Its origins as an 
Anglo-Protestant settler society have, more 
than anything else, profoundly and lastingly 

shaped American culture, institutions, 
historical development, and identity.

Who are We? By Samuel  P. Huntington – Page 39



Identity of Hindu children born in foreign 
countries and living  there 

Many Tibetan have been living in Bharat
and also in different parts of the world, they 

continue to remain nationals of Tibetan Nation.  
Jews may have settled down in Bharat or in 

different  part of the world, but they 
continue to be parts of the Jewish Nation.

Hindu living in America, Europe, Australia, New 
Zealand or any part of the world and have been 

settled down there, their children have been born 
there, they accepted citizenships of those 

countries.  
They continue to be Nationals of Hindu Nation.



For example Americans do not accept 
immigrants as a part of their Nation and they 
do not constitute the core of American Nation 

and society.  They still remain immigrants.  

Hindu settled in Mauritius, Trinidad-Tobago, 
Suriname, Guyana, Fiji, Malaysia, are part of 

Hindu nation.  Their society is a founded 
society created by 

18th century settlers almost of all went from 
Bharat.  Their Dharma, culture, values, 
institutions, provided the foundation and 
shaped the development of their country.  



The most importantly they carried with 
them religion and symbol of Hindu Nation 

Bhagwa Dhwaj
(Saffron Flag-Hanuman Jhandi). 

Those people who have different racial 
and ethnic background of different 
countries accepted Hindu Dharma, 

culture, tradition etc are also form part of  
Hindu nation.



Bharatiya Nation and composite culture
We Hindus are a nation unto ourselves and not a 

religious community – this cardinal truth formed the basic 
plank of our first national movement in this country, viz

the Swadeshi Movement.  When Bengal was partitioned 
in 1905, the entire Hindu society rose up with a national 
inspiration.  No one had the slightest doubt at that time 

that we Hindus are a nation.  That is why in city of 
Calcutta, gatherings of 50000 people took a collective 

oath before Goddess Kali in the holy Kalighat temple that 
we shall throw the British out of our homeland.  Numbers 
touching 50000 marched through the streets after taking 
a dip in the holy Ganges, anointing their foreheads with 

tilak, and holding copies of the Bhagvad Gita in their 
hands.  No one sway any difference in those days 

between Hindu Dharma and nationalism.



Partial truths or half-truths are often more insidious than 
total false hoods.

Thinking about identity of Bharatiya Nation and its 
composite culture, the following truth is observed.  

During the independence movement of India the  soft 
Hindu leaders instead of facing Islamic hooliganism 

squarely, they tried to accommodate its practitioners.  
And in their anxiety they sought to redefine our nationhood.  

They started to deny that we Hindus have been a nation 
since ancient times, and proclaimed instead that India 
was still a nation in the making, that the Indian nation 
will raise out of coalescence of Hindus and Muslims.  

This was nothing short of self-deception.  And this new 
approach gave rise to an alternate concept of the Indian 

nation by 1920.  Knowingly or unknowingly, it was Mahatma 
Gandhi who became the architect of this new concept.



Whether one follows the culture of 
this country or has adopted some 
alien culture, whether one is loyal 

to this country or not, whatever 
be one’s attitude towards the 

heritage of this country, no matter 
if one even regards the culture of 
this country as abominable and a 

path of the Devil – all such persons
are still be agglomerated to 

form one Indian nation



This new concept of the nation was 
also given a new name – Bharatiya.  

The new concept thus bade good-bye
to the cardinal principles of nationhood, 

viz. emotional unity, and all that it 
implies.  It turned the nation into a 
geographical entity, although the 

truth is that a nation is never a mere 
geographical entity and that a nation 

remains a nation even if it loses 
inhabitance of its traditional homeland.



So, according to the alternate perception, 
Hindus are not a nation but a mere religious 
community, just as the Mohammedans are a 
community, the Christians are a community, 
and so on.  And all these communities put 

together are supposed to constitute the 
Bharatiya nation.  Thus, in the Gandhi-

Nehru era the meaning of the words “India”
and “Indian” was changed and we Hindus 

were reduced from the status of a nation to 
that of religious community only,

a mere part of the nation.



This new concept of a geographical 
or composite nation – which 

Jawaharlal Nehru used all his power 
and prestige to propagate since 

1947 so as to implant it in the Hindu 
psyche – had some significant 

implications.  These implications 
formed the corner stone of all 

policies of the Nehru era and proved 
disastrous for Hindus.



We Hindus  were asked to overlook the barbaric 
tyranny that was perpetrated on us in order to force 
Islam down our throat.  The horrible persecution, the 
plunder, the vandalism, and the massacres should 

all be forgotten.  Or we should assume these to have 
been the personal aberrations of a few rulers.  In 
order to project the history of India as a history of 

synthesis, an imaginary course of events was 
constructed, viz. that from olden days foreigners 

kept on coming to India and settling down by and by, 
that they kept getting mingled with one another and 
a new nation was thus formed, a new culture was 
thus created. So, we don’t really have a national 
culture of our own, but only a composite culture.



In this alternate concept of nationhood, 
according to which Hindus are no more than 
a religious community and all inhabitants of 

India together constitute one nation, the most 
important element, therefore, was opposition 

to Hindus.  In fact, antagonism to Hindus 
emerged as the single most distinctive 

feature of this perception, because promotion 
of what was perceived under it as the 

national interest, pre-supposed supplanting 
of Hindu interests.  Since the most important 
role in spreading this concept was played by 
the thoughts and actions of Jawharlal Nehru.



The concept of a composite Bharatiya culture is 
equally imaginary.  The fact is that the national 

culture of Bharat is the Hindu culture
National culture or creation of some composite 
culture is more insidious than total false hoods.

Bulgarians do not regard their culture as 
composite.  Rather after gaining independence, 
their national state totally repudiated the Islamic 
culture. Moorish (or Islamic) culture from their 

land.  They did not consider their own culture to 
have become composite

It is that we should accept Islamic (and to some 
extent Christian) culture also to be our own 

culture, a part of our own heritage.



Some Muslims in India have taken to Hindu 
Music, or Muslim rulers have left some 

buildings, or innate religious liberalism has 
inspired some Hindus to pay obeisance to the 

tombs of Muslim fakirs at some places – all 
this can hardly make our national culture 

composite.  Yet this is the fare on which we 
have fed our Profane Secularism.

As per this definition, even persons like 
Abdulla Bukhari, Syed Shahabuddin and 
Ibrahim Memon would qualify to be called 
Hindus.  Such a notion would not only be 
ridiculous but also insulting to Hindutva. 



By 2000, about 60 per cent of Americans were 
Protestants.  Protestant beliefs, values and 
assumptions, however, had been the core 

element, along with the English language, of 
America’s settler culture, and that culture 

continued to pervade and shape American life, 
society, and thought as the proportion of 

Protestants declined.
There is no Bhartiya Nation or composite 
culture. Today we Hindus constitute 84% 

population of Bharat.  So our national culture 
must be Hindu Dharma and Hindu culture and 

not the composite culture.



The word Bhartiya too is likely to 
mislead us when we want to doate
our particular society.  The word 

“Hindu” alone connotes correctly and 
completely the meaning which we 

want to convey

Shri M S Golwalkar (P.P. Guruji)
Bunch of thought



Status of Islam & Christianity 
and their follower in Bharat

In matters physical or spiritual, of principle or of 
practice, on every point sublime or trivial, 
the Islamic and Christian societies have 

remained as unblended as oil and water with 
Hindu society.  Islamic culture was brought to 

his country by barbaric invaders and tried 
relentlessly for a thousand years to extirpate 
the national Hindu culture.  For us, therefore

it is nothing short of an enemy culture.  
Same is the story of Portuguese Christian 

in Goa and Malabar. 



A Muslim who actually believe in the 
theology of Islam can never be a member 
of the Hindu nation.  Those who believe, in 
accordance with that ideology, that Hindu 
Dharma is obnoxious, that our ancestors 
were misguided people, that our Rishis

and Munis were followers of the Devil, that 
all our ancestors have their places 

reserved in hell, that on the day of qiyamat
(the last judgment) we too can only expect 

to be consigned to the fires of hell and 
never see the doors of heaven



Those who believe that all our Gods and 
Goddesses and Avataras are false 

abominations, that we are committing 
cardinal sin by worshipping them, that the 
alien ideology adopted by them is the only 
right path and true religion, that India is a 

Jahiliyyah waiting to be redeemed, that Allah 
himself has decreed it to be an act of great 
virtue, to slaughter, plunder and torture the 

Hindus – such people can by no means 
be a part of the Hindu nation.

These Muslims and Christians are our co-
citizens.  They should be treated an alien.



Muslims and Christians:  Nationals or co-citizens?

With this background in mind, it is necessary to 
remember an important fact about the Muslims and 
the Christians of Bharat, namely, that they are our 
own people.  Till only a few generations ago they 

were parts of our nation.  But the persecutions and 
allurements of the alien rulers compelled them to 

accept an alien culture and they themselves 
developed, in course of time, a sense of alienation 
from their own ancestral culture.  The only wall that 
stands between them and us is this alien culture.  

Demolish this wall of Islam or Christianity and there 
would be nothing to separate the Indian Muslims 

and Indian Christians from the rest of us.



The relation between them and alien cultures 
they have adopted is that of a patient with his 
disease.  We do not consider an ailing family 

member to be our enemy; rather we try to 
terminate his disease so that he may be cured 

and live a happy, harmonious life with other 
members of the family as before.  Probably a 
still more apt comparison of the relationship 
would be with that between the drug and the 

drug addict.  A drug addict develops such 
intense attachment to his favourite drug that it 

becomes the thing closest to his heart; he 
cannot even imagine his life without it.  But we 
know how deadly a poison the drug is for him. 



It becomes our definite objective, our sacred 
duty to de-addict our kin from the fatal influence 
of the drug.  We ought not, therefore, have any 

animosity towards the Muslims and the 
Christians of India.  Our enmity, our fight has to 
be against those baneful ideologies – Islam and 
Christianity – which have created, in the minds 

of some of our own people.

We believe in hate the sin and not the sinner.  
We have to liberate our Muslim and Christian 

brothers from the slavery of Islam and 
Christianity.  The best thing we can do for Indian  

Muslim is to free them from  Islam. 



The basic notes of Christian theology are not 
very different from that of Islam.  We can therefore 
find a large number of persons among Christians 
of India – and we may also find a few Muslims of 
that class – who may be following the modes of 

worship of alien religions, but who have retained a 
reverence for Hindu Dharma, a sentiment for the 

culture of their ancestors, a cognition in their minds 
of the nationality of Hindus, and an emotional bond 
with its distinctive feature.  Such persons continue 
to be parts of the Hindu nation in spite of adopting 

Christianity or Islam.  But persons who really
believe in Islamic or Christian theology 

can only be a co-citizen on the 
soil of our motherland, not nationals of it. 



In the view of Shri M S Golwalkar (P.P. 
Guruji) Muslim & Christians are co-citizens

“all that is expected of our Muslim and & 
Christen co-citizens is the shedding of the 
notions of their being ‘religious minorities”

Bunch of thought

He is referring Muslims & Christians as co-
citizens not as national



Identity of Smt. Sonia Gandhi 
and similar persons

First, Sonia Gandhi married to Rajiv Gandhi 
and after a long time she applied for 

citizenship ndian State with generosity 
granted  citizenship to Sonia Gandhi. Being a 
granted citizen ship to Indian State she can 

rise to  higher offices of Indian State, despite 
this Sonia Gandhi will be only a granted 

citizen of Indian State but not a national of 
Bharat.



For example Alberto Fujimori born in 
Japan and migrated to Peru and the 

humble Peruvian made him President of 
Peru and later on he turned himself a 

dictator.  He misused his high office and 
acted against the interest of Peru. When 
Peruvian tried to forfeit him  for his wrong 
deeds, he ran away to Japan. Because 

he was born in Japan and was a 
Japanese National not a National of Peru



Sonia Gandhi must believe in Hindu 
Dharma, she must respect Bharatvarsh
as her Punyabhumi only then we Hindu 

will accept her as part of our Hindu 
Nation.  

If she don’t believe in Hindu Dharma and 
still continue her faith in Christianity, 

respect and devotion for alien culture, in 
this case she remains a Foreign National 

with a granted citizenship of India.



Hindu Nation not yet free
Hindus neither gained recognition as a nation, 

nor their own State, nor control over their 
national homeland.

The Preamble of the Indian constitution does 
not contain any Hindu idea.  It enumerates no 
principles based on Hindu ethos and ideals.  

The Preamble talks of justice, equality, 
fraternity, and liberty as its goals.  They may 
be good ideas in themselves, but what is the 

inspiration behind them?  All of them are 
Western notions borrowed directly from the 

French Revolution.



The national ideas of Bharat, that is, of 
the Hindu nation, are – as Swami 

Vivekananda repeatedly reminded us –
dharma and spirituality, renunciation 
and service, tolerance and harmony; 
satyam vada, dharmam chara (speak 
the truth, abide by dharma) – is the 
basal theme of our nation.  But the 
present Indian Constitution has not 

incorporated a single idea out of these.



Hindu nation without a State
There is no State today, certainly not in India, 
to protect Hindu interests in the international 
arena, to raise voice for the Hindus.  If Jews 
are unjustly treated in any part of the world, 

the State of Israel, representative of an 
independent Jewish nation, immediately 

raises its voice.  
Few years back when some Jews 
were killed in a bomb explosion 

in Argentina, the Government of Israel 
took less than an hour to announce 
that it will not spare the murderers. 



But what is the situation of Hindus?  In 1992 and 
2000 a no less than 600 Hindu temples were 
destroyed in Bangladesh, thousands of Hindu 
homes were burnt down, hundreds of Hindu 

women were paraded naked on the streets of 
Bhola town, a number of Hindus were killed, 
Hindu shops were looted  Hindu deities were 

desecrated, Hindu girls were dishonored.  But the 
Government of India remained silent.  In Pakistan 

300 temples were destroyed.  In Lahore a 
Minister of Pakistan personally supervised the 

pulling down of a temple with the help of 
bulldozers, and several Hindus were murdered.  

But the Govt. of India remained silent.



A clear National vision needed
The sole task before us Hindus now is that we 
rescue ourselves from the suicidal stranglehold 
of the alternate nation-perception of Gandhi and 

Nehru and awaken national conscious in 
ourselves.  We have to develop a clear national 

vision.  Such vision would show us that

We Hindus are a nation, not a religious 
community.  There must be a firm conviction in 

our minds that our national identity is Hindu.  
We would declare the 

name of our nationality  to be Hindu and 
no other name would be acceptable to us.



The distinctive feature of our nation is Hindu 
Dharma.  In its myriad forms such as Shakta, 

Shiva, Sikh, Jains, Buddhist etc, it is this Dharma 
which gives us our national identity.  We shall 

not accept any other ideology as the heritage of 
our country.  We cannot regard any alien creed 

as our own religion.

Akhand Bharat is our motherland.  Even though 
parts of it have seceded today, we do not accept 
this division.  Our goal is to re-unite the whole of 
our ancestral homeland into our motherland, no 

matter how long it takes.



Hindu culture is our national culture, 
Hindu society is our national society, 

Hindu art is our national art, 
Hindu literature is our national literature. 

Hindu history is our national history; 
there is no Muslim period or British 

period in this history; It is a history of 
continuous Hindu struggle against 

Islamic invaders and British colonialists.  
The struggle is still continuing



People subscribing the theologies of 
alien religions are only co-citizens in 
our country, not a part of our nation.  

We consider these alien ideologies to 
be enemies of our nation.  The goal 
is to bring our co-citizens back into 

our nation after destroying the deadly 
intoxication of these ideologies.



We are still a subjugated, 
enslaved nation.  Nehruvian
profane secularists are anti-

Hindu. Ruling elites are not our 
own people.  Their regime is not 
our regime.  We have to liberate 

our motherland from their 
stranglehold and earn our 

freedom.



The Hindu National Goal

Those who say that we have to establish 
a Hindu nation, use wrong words; the 
correct words would be  THE HINDU 

NATION HAS TO GAIN ITS 
INDEPENDENCE.  

We have to start a new struggle for 
independence, the Hindu nation 

has to beak the shackles of 
slavery and earn real freedom. 
This is our first national goal.



The whole world now accepts the notion of 
nation-states.  Every nation has the right to 
establish, in its traditional homeland, its own 

state which would represent the aspirations of 
that nation.  Even tiny little nations have now 
got their own states.  But what an irony of fate 
it is that we Hindus who are one-sixth of the 
world’s population, who are the oldest and 

one of the largest nations of the world, have 
not been able to set up our own nation-state 
so far.  The present Indian State is an anti-

nation, anti-Hindu state but, tragically, we are 
mistaking that very state to be our own.



Therefore, the second national goal of the Hindus 
is that after securing freedom, we shall set up in 
Bharat a Hindu State, which will be our nation-

state.  It will be a State which would be founded 
on Hindu ideals; which will conduct is affairs in 

accordance with Hindu values; which would work 
for the all-round resurgence of the Hindus; which 
will protect Hindu interests not only in Bharat but 

in the whole world; which will represent Hindu 
culture abroad, which will promote and propagate 
Hindu ethos in the world; which will create in our 
younger generations a sense of pride and self 

respect in their Hindu nationality; 



Which will not encourage feelings of division, 
animosity, a high-and low and we and they within 

the Hindu fold on the basis of caste; which will 
work for greater cohesion, harmony and 

collective sentiment within the Hindu society; 
which will not only accord the highest place to 

Hindu Dharma but also protect its values, project 
its glory in the world, and make it its source of 

inspiration; which will endeavor to help Hindu art 
and literature to progress; which will make no 

slavish effort to imagine marauding cultures as 
our own heritage; and which will consider 
it its highest duty to protect Hindu honour.



Vande Mataram
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